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No. H-7

BEARING CAPACITY QF PILES

13 1

OPENING DISCUSSION
J. S. Crandall, Crandall Drydook Engineera, Cambridge, Massachusetts

The use of pile foundations used to be a simple problem and one to which engineers could always
resort when in doubt or difficulty. Pile driving was then a pleasant and profitable pastime. Today
the problem is becoming so complex and involved that the use of piles may soon have to be abandoned.
In the past it was so easy to drive piles to some resistance by some formula, multiply the number of
piles by this resistanoe and thus obtain a foundation. Today we know that our formulae were faulty,
that the resistance of one pile is not indicative of the resistance of the entire group, and that the
entire group with its surrounding soil mass may be oonstantly settling. Such is progress.
As I take it, Seotions H and I, whioh I am to disouss, refer to the bearing capaoity of indivi
dual piles or, in other words, their resistance to penetration in the soil. I shall limit my remarks
to this, otherwise the subjeot becomes entirely too broad in Boope.
There are three usual methods of determining the bearing oapacity of piles: dynamio driving
formulae, statio analytioal formulae, and load tests*
Driving formulae and statio formulae are legion. They have produoed, in a way, two schools of
thought among engineers. If the theory does not agree with faots the first sohool would maintain that
the the theory is wrong, while the second sohool would be equally sure that the facts are wrong. There
is no doubt that a load test is the only aoourate method of determining the aotual statio resistanoe
of an individual pile, although suoh load tests probably give no indication of the long time of settle
ment of the pile. But load tests are expensive, and henoe the amount of midnight oil and ingenuity
that has bean spent on pile driving formulae.
v*''"
It is evident that a dynamio pile driving formula oan be of value only when there exists some
relationship to slow penetration. Thus, in permeable, relatively oohesionless soils we may anticipate
some definite relationship, while in impermeable cohesive soils the opposite is true.
In a dynamio formula it is essential that the energy losses be determined and then corroborated
by field tests. I suggest that there are two types of pile driving formulae which permit this. The
first formula is of the type r =(eWh/s + k)(Y), in whioh k measures the energy Iosb due to the elastio
compression of the pile, the elastio oompression of the soil, and other factors.
Our English friends have devised a so-oallod "inertia gauge" whioh plaoed on the top of the pile
being driven produces a diagram for eaoh blow of the hammer on a pile, Fig. 1, in whioh s is the pene
tration per blow and 2k the rebound of the pile head oaused by the elastio compres
sion of the pile, soil, eto.
The other type of formula whioh permits corroboration in the field is of the
Kreuter type, in whioh hQ represents the maximum height to which a hammer may drop
without causing any movement of a pile. hQ may be readily determined in the field,
whenever it is possible to vary the drop of the hammer by plotting the heights of
fall as ordinates and penetration per blow as abscissae, for several different
heights of fall. Drawing a straight line conneoting these points gives the tern hQ
as the interoept on the Y axis (page 220, Vol II). If the line is not straight it
indicates that there has been a change of oondition during the test and the test
r/-&. /
should be repeated.
Formulae of the first type are particularly applicable to
steam hammers, where it is impossible to vary the height of fall*
Formulae of the second type are particularly applicable to drop
hammers where the height of the fall may readily be varied. Eaoh
of these factors, hQ and k may be expressed in terms of the other:
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I am convinoed that wide-spread determinations of the values
of k and hQ for various types of piles driven into different kinds
of soils would give extremely valuable information.
In oohesive soils, where a dynamic formula would not be appli
cable it appears logioal to base the bearing value of a pile on the
surfaoe friction along the sides, and to neglect point resistanoe.
Previous to this Conferenoe there has been little data available on
the frictional resistanoe. The data published in these prooeedings
should be of inestimable value. Let us hope that it is only a be
ginning.
Whether the bearing value is determined by a dynamio formula
or by frictional resistanoe, the results should be verified, in
work of any importance, by static loading tests, with the tests
oarried to failure. Only by carrying suoh tests to failure is it
possible to obtain oomplete information.
In conneotion with loading tests I should like to make one
ooinment. When suoh tests are made with levers or jaoks in suoh a
way that there is uplift on oertain piles, it seams to me that there
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may be arching of the soil and thus give higher
indicated values than would be obtained by di
rect loading.
There is one method of pile testing and
driving whioh I should like to see carried out
at some time and whioh I think would give con
siderable valuable data. Hie apparatus would
consist of a steel tube with open end, and in
that tube another one with dosed end, Fig. 2,
so arranged that the outer tube may be driven
from the inner tube and the inner tube may be
driven entirely separate from the outer tube and
loaded in the same way. In that way we should
get valuable data as to the frictional resistanoe
.along the side, point resistanoe and settlement.
After determination by driving formulae,
friotional resistanoe, and loading tests, careful
consideration mu3t be given to any additional
load whioh may be caused by the consolidation of
the upper layers of soil. This has been well
described by our friends from the Netherlands,
(Paper No, H-3 , Vol I),
After this is done, there remains to be
determined whether the bearing capacity of the
individual piles, when applied to each of the
entire group, would oause undue settlement and
overload the soil mass under the foundation,
IBiis brings up the question of distribution of
f/(S. 3
load on the soil at or below the plane of the
points of the piles, a subjeot about whioh little
is actually known. Using the theory of Boussinesq we can assume that the vertioal load on the soil
at the plane of the point would be distributed somewhat as shown by ourve ”a". Fig. 3, for a single
pile. For a group of piles these zones of stress would overlap and the resultant distribution of the
load on the soil would be somewhat as indioated by ourve "bn. Fig. 3* The exact distribution depends,
as for mat foundations, on the flexibility or rigidity of tho structure whioh rests on the piles and
also on the nature of the soil. For a foundation of infinite length the load per square foot on the
soil would equal the load per square foot of the struoture.
In the new proposed Boston Building Code it is assumed that the load of the struoture is distri
buted through the soil at an angle of 6 0 ° with the horizontal and that it is uniform over the area,
as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3» This is not oorrect, but probably a reasonable safe assumption
to use as a basis of oaloulation,
I should like to express the hope that out of this Conference there may evolve a permanent or
ganization to collect and correlate data on pile foundations, make it available to all interested, and
thus encourage and permit rapid progress.
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DISCUSSION OF SECTIONS H AND I
John G. Mason, Bridge Engineer, Nebraska Dept. Roads anrl Irrigation, Lincoln, Nebraska

Foundations for Nebraska Bridges, Owing to the sand-gravel alluvium sub-soil west of the Missouri
River, together with the territory once covered by the glaoiers, the Central Middle Western part of
the United States presents a peouliar foundation problem to the Engineer, However, many othor geo
graphical areas of the United States share this same geological condition. I speak of that new oountry
in the New World which in a geological sense is truly the latest oroation of nature; the deposits of
the Pleistooene Age,
In the State of Nebraska a recent compilation of data for nearly 10,000 piles driven during a
four-year period, shows that only 2 1 per cent of them reached a rock stratum, the other 7 9 per oent
having been driven into olay, sand, or gravel subsoils. Precisely, there were 33 Per oent in olay,
33 per oent in sand, 13 per oent in gravel and 21 per oent to rock.
About 30 to 35 years ago steel piles (fabrioated) were introduced in Nebraska. Their use has in
creased steadily in volume. The tabulation of data for 10,000 random piles, referred to above, shows
that 3 7 , 5 per oent of all piles used by the State of Nebraska over a four-yoar period were steel piles.
Actually this figure represents about 38 miles of piles, if they were plaoed end to end (about
2 0 3 ,0 0 0 lineal feet).
The prevalent ooourrenoe of this laminated granular subsoil strata to depths varying from 30 to
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200 feet makes the problem of foundations diffioult, for the principal reason that in flood periods the
stream bed is susceptible to easy deep scouring action. Therefore, since the bed rock is generally be
yond reach, long piles oapable of being driven full depth are a neoessity. Nebraska's experience over
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a i+O-year period seems to demonstrate that the "H" steel pile is best adapted for ouch oondition.
Nebraska keeps pile driving reoords of every pile driven and makes auger and wash boring explora
tions of every bridge site of any oonsequenoe. For praotioal expedience we have divided all subsoils
into four great general olasses as follows:
Class 1. (Clay soils (except very hard clay and shale)
Class 2. Sand
Class 3 . Gravel and packed sand
Class 4. Rook strata and hard shale.
I will now illustrate the development of the above statistics. Slide No. 1: This slide of
Tables I to III shows ooourrenoe and distribution of exactly 9*719 piles. Slide No. 2: This slide
of Table IV shows the distribution of various kinds of piles in the various soil classes, and Table VI
shows 63 per oent timber and 37 per cent steel piles. Slides No. 3 and 4 are typical cases showing
the occurrence of 10" H Steel piles In Class 3 soils as to penetration and oapacity. Slides No. 5 and
6 show similar data for 12" H piles.
„ , . ..
,
Our investigation oovers the ooourrenoe of timber piles, 8 H, 10 H and 12 H steel piles in
every one of the four soil classes in whioh they actually ooourred in Nebraska during the four-yoar
period observed. Slide No. 7 is a symposium of all data assembled and studied for that four-year
P
vie wish to draw speoial attention to the relative results of driving the four different kinds of
piles in beds of gravel whioh we designate as Class 3 soils. Thirteen per cent of our foundations
are in this olass of soil, and 33 per oent are in sand or Class 2 soils. That is to say, 1*6 per cent
of our foundations are in sand-gravel subsoils. This would represent about 60 bridges per year.
Bnhavicr of Piles During Driving;. Now I should like to demonstrate the behavior of steel piles as
driven in”the Nebraska area of the United States. Our experienoe shows that steel piles in granular
soils seem to obey the straight line law as to penetration with reference to loading.
In hard olav and soft shale they seem to obey a parabolic law, the resistance to driving in
creasing at a faster rate than the penetration. Slides No. 8, 9, and 10 show the load penetration
ourveB for 8", 10", and 12" H steel piles respectivoly in granular soils (sands and gravels). Slide
No. 11 is a composite experimental curve showing the driving of 20 - 12 H steel piles into clay beds
underlying the Elkhorn River. Slides No. 12 and 13 show the close relationship of the experimental
ourve of driving with the theoretical curve of the form x ^ b y2 + a. Slide No. ll; shows similar dat
for 10" H piles driven in the South Platte River at Big Springs, Nebraska. Slide No. 15 shows a set
of straight line empirical curves recommended for steel piles to be driven in granular soils. Slide
No. 16 shows a set of parabolic empirical ourves recommended for steel piles in hard olay or soft
shale subsoils.
Loading
loading
tion of
lng and

Tests. During the past 8 years we have, for practical reasons, made about 2*0 hydraulio jack
test! on various piles in the various soils of Nebraska. Time does not permit of an elabora
these investigations, except to show the apparatus used and perhaps one or t w o c ^ s o f l o a d extraction tests. The following five slides illustrate and summarize the results of these in

vestigationNo. ^ Uartln Bridge Test Apparatus. Slide No. 18, Falrbury Loading Test. Slide No. 19,
Mackinaw Pulling Test. Slide No. 20, Photo of the pulled pile at Mackinaw Bridge. Slide No. 21,
Tabulation of Loading Tests.

No. E-9
DISCUSSION
R. Pietkowski, Civil Engineer, Delegate of the Polish Assoc, of Struo. Engrs., Warsaw, Poland
V/e engineers who practice are in suoh position in our practical life that we must profit from old
experiences and old observations. V.'e oan use them now critically because in the last few years owing
to the studies of Professor Terzaghi and his followers we have learned muoh in foundation soienoe. But
I am of the mind that sometimes we cannot go into small details. I would remember an opinion of one
English engineer, expressed some thirty years ago, who said: "I am not quite sure if the formula for
retaining walls which I use is at all true, but I have built by that formula about six miles of re
taining walls, in different conditions, and they stay. Therefore I oan follow tliat formula and I oan
reoommend it.™
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We must take care sometimes not to oonnect unnecessary new troubles
with new scienoe. I intend to speak about the "bulb of pressure” in the
pile foundations* If we have two next piles we oan draw for them the bulbs
of pressure whioh oan represent, as Professor KBgler showed us today, 10/&
of p, or we oan draw another bulb of pressure whioh shall represent, for
instanoe, 1% of p, where p is the unit pressure at the bottom of the
pile* In practice we are interested only in the mutual position of bulbs
of pressure of suoh intensity that they oan produoe deformation of soil*
The bulbs of smaller pressure, as for instanoe the ourves b, oan overlap
eaoh other and from the practical point of view it is no trouble for us*
We must take care only that the next bulbs of pressure capable of producing
deformations should not be too near to one another* In most cases it is
observed that for this aim it is sufficient to give the distanoe from one
pile to the other about 3® ” 3*5& where D ie the diameter of the pile, and
then eaoh pile in a group of piles shall work individually.
When we use the piles, in the up-to-date state of our science, we can caloulate their bearing
oapaoity by different formulae* In sandy 6oils, where we have a rapid distribution of stresses in the
ground, it would be suitable to use the dynamic formulae* The most used one of that kind is in my
country P =■ hQ^ /e.(Q+ q)
(formula of Brix); here h is the drop of hammer, Q and cj - the weight
of hammer and pile, e - the settlement from one drop of hamner. In oases where we have clay ground we
must to my mind calculate as when the piles are not driven but bored. We must consider here the re
sistance of the pile as consisting of two parts expressed by general formula P = Ap -t- S(f + c),
.where A and p are bottom area and bottom unit pressure, S is lateral surface of the pile, f and
0 - lateral friction and oohesion. The sum of f+o oan be easily obtained by pulling tests of piles*
1 suppose that in hard cln.y soils where the succeeding settlement i6 almost imperceptible the first
dynamic formula is also suitable*
By reviewing the different kinds of piles, I would point out as a result of new soil studies the
special advantages of oone-shaped piles in olay soils; the piles of this form by driving go emoothly,
similarly as a wedge pressing the water out of the soil; the energy of driving is not so wasted as we
observe it sometimes in cylindrical piles; the adhesion of soil to the pile is ascertained and the
friotion foroes are fully developed when in cylindrical piles sometimes a 6ort of cylindrical hole ie
formed with feeble adhesion of soil to the pile* In sandy soil6 the cone-shaped piles obviously
easily compact the soil*
Relating to the mentioned in reports Franki-piles I would recommend some caution in driving them
near one another; by reason of special method of execution of thiB kind of piles every succeeding pile
oan damage by driving by its bottom part the previously exeouted one.
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DISCUSSION
Lazarus White, Consulting Engineer, Spencer, White, and PrantiB, New York City

I read some of the papers last night where some of these pile driving formulas were derived, and
the result was that my sleep was very muoh disturbed* I have tried oonsoientiously to keep up with
this subjeot, and I have read I don't know how many papers in the course of my duties and they all
oome down to a very simple thing* P, the load that the pile oan oarry, equals K x S. S is this
mysterious penetration on the laBt few blows* It iB all very fine until you came to derive this K*
They all have different methods of deriving K* Some of them get integral signs from zero to infinity,
over and over again, with a few cosines and tangents of angles, and so forth* They all say, "They
have another little K here. Oh well, we'll oall that a "C". If you only perform experiments and find
thi6 little fellow and apply it to this K, you will get the right answer." And they always do get
the right answer. They perform a few experiments and torture this "K" around, and get the right
answer.
Ify patience is about exhausted with that kind of mathematics* There is a great tendency for that
to run all through soil meohanics* If we engineers are not oareful——and after all this is an en
gineering subjeot— the mathematicians will run away with it and then we'll have to fall back on oommon sense*
Sometime ago I learned from reading Thoms Huxley who was quite a soientist, that one wellperformed experiment oan explode any amount of mathematics* The mathematics has to agree with nature*
Nature has no contract to agree with mathematios*
Now, when you are an engineer and a contractor and have your capital at stake, you don't want to
take these formulas at one hundred per oent or else your oapital may disappear* That is nowhere more
true than in this field of pile driving. If anybody used any one of these formulas and then took fi
nancial responsibility for the support of a structure, I don't know what would happen to them. He
would have to have a very good lawyer to find a way of ducking responsibility.
In our under-pinning operations we are up against that problem. Here is a building to support,
and here are a lot of piles. We drive those anyway. We drive them with a hejnmer. Then to make sure,
we adopt the prinoiple of testing all these piles, individually, hydraulioally, with a ram and appara-
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tus just as good as any laboratory, so that we can get the value of single one6
groups. We don't
have to depend on formulae* You oan take my word for it that the tests reveal that there is no re
semblance between the actual result and any one of these formulas, even -with oorrect K, unless that
K was tortured into all kinds of forms and was an extreme variable.
I don't think— with all due respect to statistics from Nebraska— that any correlated results based
on Engineering News Formula oan possible be right#
At first we had the idea that if we tested a single pile, got its value, and then used it, a cer
tain percentage of the value we ascertained would be all right. We found that we were not. We were
getting settlements when no computation would show it. Then we went back and tested as groups,
-we
found that as a group, each individual pile had a far less value than when tested singly. That ac
counts for the settlements.
Then we went into that problem, and the "Bulb of Pressure". It has been worth a good deal to us
because we were able to visualize what happens. We went into that. First of all we gathered all the
data and found that this was true. When the bulbs were olose to each other they deoreased the value
of any single one. We could set up a jaok on the middle one and put an inoreased load on, and see the
dials of strain gauges decrease on neighboring ones. This is a oase where the whole is not equal to
the sum of the parts, strange as it may seem. I guess it is not very strange in modern mathematios.
That is absolutely true in pile driving. You have to take everything into account. Every pile
driving foundation is a general problem that can't be solved by adding up the parte. You have to know
what ie below you.
In another case we tested the piles individually and in groups. We thought we were all right,
and the building settled. We found that the boring contraotor had falsified his results— or at least
he reported all clear sand, while below it there was a layer of peat. When the building got to a
certain weight the whole building settled. It settled uniformly and it didn't do much damage. It
shows that you have to take the underground into consideration in addition to piles individually.
Piles in groups and the general problem of soils mechanics oannot be solved by any formula.
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DISCUSSION ON THE LATERAL RESISTANCE OF PILES, PAPER NO. H-l
Participants: Paul Raes, Belgium, and A. E, Cummings, U.S.A..

Paul Raee: Very much has been said here about the vertical resistance of piles, but nothing up to
now has been said about the lateral resistance. Piles are not always carrying vertical loads*
In 1920 I wanted to give some opinion about piles which had been tipped over by a lateral load.
I was looking for a formula and didn't find one. To my knowledge none existed, so I had to find one
out, and I worked one out the best I could. To make a formula is very easy, but you must first get
some assumptions.
I found that a Frenoh engineer— H* Renabenq--flssumed, without giving a formula but 6 imply talking
about it, that a pile subjeoted to a lateral load would just rotate around the tip. Other people work
ing on the same subject assumed that the lower part of a pile imbedded in soil and subjeoted to the
same stre6 e would be fixed, supposing that the downward layers were probably so stiff that they would
act as a rook* There would be what we call in French, "enoastration"* ThiB was assumed by Ur*
Cummings*
I think that these two assumptions are not oorrect. I didn't know about the second one in 19 2 8 .
I made one that seemed to me rather logical and that is that tho pile rotates about a certain point
situated at a depth y. By using equations of equilibrium you can work out the neoessary formulas to
find y. Then you oan oaloulate the pile resistanoe, whioh I did in a paper appearing in la. Technique
des Travaux, no. 8 Aout, 1928, page 5°5« Editor "Societe deo Pieux Franki, 19 6 rue Gretry,Liege.
Unfortunately, I could not test that formula, beoause in Belgium we knew all about money devalua
tion long before you did, and the result i6 that we are very poor. We oannot pay the necessary amount
of money to drive piles only for the purpose of testing them and then pulling them out. Americans are
still able to make those te6 ts and they have done it very nicely on the Mississippi River* I read a
paper by Mr* Feagin appearing in the Prooeedings, and telling all about those tests. I did what Mr.
White has pointed out with that particular Amerioan humor of his that I so much appreciate. Of course,
in that formula there appears the famous value of <p , the angle of internal friction. I considered <p
as an unknown value. My formula was a sort of equation and I got
out of that formula and then I
saw that at least one test was brilliantly ohecking the formula and the equations*
But I think that Mr. White has been going a little too far, beoause if one oan do that in one in
stance, one can not do that when you apply your formula to a lot of piles, which I did, and the dif
ferent values of
neoessary to get good results were nearly the same.
Following on the paper by Mr. Feagin was a discussion by Ur. Cummings. Mr. Cummings made his as
sumption w-nH has been doing some very olever mathematics* He made also some very ingenious little
teBt6 with a rod imbedded in sand and subjeoted to a deflection, and he saw that the rod went like
this: the upper part went to the left and the under part to the right, and there waB a pivot. It gave
me great pleasure to see that really I was right, and I thank Mr. Cummings very much for having made
that little experiment.
liy fomula is perhaps very poor, but as it is the only one 1 think it iB the best one*
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tl ^*TC^nmin?s-:--* T^ nt to tRlk for just a minute about Dr. Raes* paper. He mentioned some work
that I have dono on the lateral deflections of piles subjeoted to horizontal foroes.
In
fi«ureB.af0 here on th9 board*
Fig. la shows a pivot point at a certain depth
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experiment I used three rods, one of which was very slim. I
think it was about three thirty-seconds of an inoh round. Another was about one-eight of an inch
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The very slim rod defleoted like that. Fig. lb, with the lower portion of the rod vertical. The
next more rigid rod. Fig. lc, had a longer deflection curve, but also had the lower portion vertical.
The most rigid rod, which was the quarter-inch rod. Fig. Id, had a longer deflection curve, but did
not remain vertical at the bottom. The lower end kicked over slightly.
In the analysis that I published I assumed that some sort of curve like thi6 existed and that the
bottom was fixed. But I also included in the analysis the flexural rigidity of the pile itself. The
pile is a solid objeot and it is being moved laterally through another solid. It seems to me impos
sible that this sort of thing. Fig. la, can happen, regardless of the kind of pile thfit is being talked
about. Ur. Raes analysis would lead to the conclusion that, if thi6 were a one-inch by twelve-inch
board, for instanoe, subjeoted to a horizontal force, it would bohave in the same manner as though it
were a twelve-inch by twelve-inch bar of steel. In other words, it would have the same pivot point
regardless of the nature of the pile, its shape, its rigidity, or its strength. I think that cannot be
right.
I
have seen analyses based on the assumption that the pile deflects after the manner of a beam on
an elastic foundation. It may be that that is the type of curve that exists when a pile is deflected
laterally. My assumption may not be right. However, in calculating the depth to this point, that is
the bent length of the pile, I arrived at an equation of the form
*
L-y>j 216EIO)
In this equation El is the flexural rigidity of the pile and G and
are physical properties of the
surrounding soil.
It is my impression— in fact I feel sure— that the manner in which the pile would behave, when it
is subjeoted to lateral foroe6, depends not only on the soil properties but also on the flexural ri
gidity of the pile itself, and, regardless of what the defleotion ourve is, both factors have to be
taken into aocount.
In his conclusions about his theory, Mr. Raes states
and no a priori assumptions as to the
shape of the elastic curve are necessary." It is my opinion Mr. Raes* entire analysis is based on a
very definite a priori assumption about the elastic ourvej namely, that there is no elastic curve and
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that the pile behaves as a rigid body.
Mr. Raes* equations appear to have been derived for the purpose of looating the pivot point on
the assumption that suoh a point exists and on the further assumption that tho flexural rigidity of
the pile ha6 nothing to do with it. All of the equations oontain terms relating to the physioal pro
perties of the soil, but there are no terms relating to the flexural rigidity of the pile; i.e., its
moment of inertia and its Young’s modulus.
Mr. Raes analysis leads to the oonclusion that a 1" x 12" board with the 12" face perpendicular
to the direotion of motion would behave in the some manner as a 12" x 12" timber provided both were
embedded in the same soil and subjeoted to the same horizontal foroe. It is my opinion that this can
not be true and that the behavior of the pile both above and below the ground depends on the flexural
rigidity of the pile as well as on the physioal properties of the surrounding soil. This applies re
gardless of whether the upper end of the pile is fixed against rotation or is free to rotate.
In another of his oonolusions, Mr. Raes refers to a photograph published by me. (Prooeedings,
A.S.C.E., November, 1935* Vol. 6l, No. 9» P* 1363*) Only one of the rods in this experiment behaved
in the manner mentioned by Mr. Hae6. The other two rods whioh were of muoh smaller flexural rigidi
ties gave no indication of the existence of a pivot point. The experiment was not intended as a
soale model experiment and no quantitative conclusions were drawn from it. However, in my opinion,
this experiment demonstrates oonolusively that the behavior of vertical piles subjected to horizontal
foroes is materially affected by the flexural rigidity of the pile.
Paul Raesi I am very grateful to Mr. Cummings for answering my spoeoh, and for pointing out that in
my formula, as I only take the resistanoe of soil to caloulate the resistanoe, the rigidity of piles
does not seem to have any importanoe. But perhaps Mr. Cummings has not read the full oopy of my
paper. He has perhaps only read the abstraot in Vol I. I will be glad to hand him over a full oopy
of my paper and then he will read more about it.
The reason that the formulas of Mr. Cummings are so different from mine is that Mr. Cummings does
not oonsider this as a problem of soil mechanics. He assumes a certain shape of the defleoted pile
and then the deflection, y, is supposed to be proportional to a certain resistance of soil. He con
siders the soil as an elastic solid, where the defleotions are proportional to the stresses and the
reverse. In other words, he assumes that the soil behaves aocording to what we in Europe call the
Law of Hooke. But soil meohanios assumes that in cohesionless soils— and my formula is only to be
vised in oohesionless soils— only friction ha6 its part to play and the deflection has nothing to do.
Then the defleotion has no importanoe at all, because, assuming that movement is oocurring and the
angle of friotion is reached, the resistanoe does not increase any more. Then of oourse, the shape
that will be given to the pile after defleotion has no importanoe, and the rigidity, which is only
ohanging that shape has no importanoe either. That is why, in my formula, the rigidity does not play
a part.
But if the soil is not oohesionless and if in a certain region about the pivot where the defleo
tions are very feeble, the limit of aotual friotion is not reached, of oourse there Mr. Cunnings is
quite right, and probably the law of stresses is quite different to what I assumed it was. But still,
this oan all be inoluded in the faotor of safety, and we have no other formula and mine iB very simple.
But oontrary to what Mr. White said, I think that a formula, even a bad one, is better than no for
mula at all.

No. H-12
DISCUSSION ON SECTION H and I
Dr. W. S. Hanna and Gregory Tschebotareff, Dipl. Ing., Foundation Soils Researoh laboratory
Egyptian University, Cairo
Dr. R. Tillnfin mentioned in his discussion (F-18) yesterday a oase of serious settlements of a
building in Vienna, founded on oonioally tapered situ-oast piles. These piles were moulded by means
of a massive wooden form driven into the ground and then entirely pulled out. The concrete was then
tamped into the hole left free by thi6 form in the ground. A subsequent investigation of this oase
had shown that the concrete of the piles had a smaller section at the level of a deeper lying clay
layer, presumably due to the lateral pressures developed during the driving of the adjoining piles and
the resulting lateral displacements of the clay.
This disoussion, which followed our leoture and made a general referenoe to it may have oreated
an erroneous impression that the situ-oast piles of the buildings in Egypt we referred to were of a
similar type. We therefore have to make the following remarkst
1. None of the buildings we referred to in our lecture had piles of the type mentioned by Dr.
Tillman. This type has not been used in Egypt during the past 8 years. The various situ-cast piles
in current use in Egypt of over 6 meters length are formed in the ground by means of hollow cylindri
cal steel tubes gradually pulled up as the oonorete is rammed in. With this method there is always
some concrete inside of the tube, which is kept dry, and a hole in the ground is not left free.
2. There is no evidence so far available of any kind that a partial pinching off or any other
danage to the not quite hardened and not encased, by permanent steel tubing, concrete of a pile may be
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caused in our soils by lateral displacement of olay due to the rarming in of adjoining piles*
In buildings in Egypt there are seldom more than 3 or 1+ piles in one group and their spacing is,
as a rule, not under 1 m 20 (i.e* i* ft) from center to oenter and is often greater. Load tests are,
as a rule, oarried on piles oho6en from suoh fully completed groups and their results have not so far
revealed that any of these piles were damaged in any manner. Also no excavated piles from such groups,
(instanoes of which have been recorded sometimes), have so far shown signs of any pinohing off or of
any other damage*
3* It oan be seen from the drawings of our paper in Vol I and of our lecture, that the settlement
distribution in plan of all pile foundations on Egyptian olays so far observed followed the intensity
of stress distribution and did not show irregularities, whioh could be attributed to damaged piles*
Irregular distribution of settlements occurred only with piles resting on sand,-**where pinching off of
the unhardened ooncrete by the driving in of adjoining piles is to be feared muoh lees,— and whioh
distribution appears to be due to the irregular nature of the river sand deposits*
All this question has always been in our minds and the fact that suoh pinohing off of unhardened
and unencased ooncrete piles seems to have been observed on clay in some other localities outBide of
Egypt, with the resulting use of more expensive eitu-oast piles left encased by steel in the ground,
proves the necessity of a further careful investigation of the matter and of a comparison of the
physical properties of olays in the localities where suoh different effeots of the driving of adjoin
ing piles on non-encased situ-oast piles have been observed* Such comparisons might lead to a dis
closure of the oauses of the assumed different behaviour of various days in this respect, or of other
factors of importance, and subsequently allow the choioe of rationally economio designs of foundations
in new localities where situ-oast piles had not been extensively used so far.
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DISCUSSION
Carlton S. Prootor, Consulting Engineer, New York City

Only as a corollary to Mr* Crandall's very able and exoellent paper this morning on pile-driving
formulas, (H-7) I want to offer the thought that the development of a new, praotioal and workable for
mula should inolude a determination of the stresses to which the piles are subjeoted during any stage
of driving, and that there are oases oontinuously where it ib disirable to penetrate to an underlying
material through a hard crust where it is entirely possible, or probable, that the pile is over
strained during driving*
Pile driving formulas in the past have been oonsidered essential for the purpose of field deter
mination of pile bearing oapaoities* A point which has been entirely overlooked is the neoessity of
knowing the driving resistance, irrespective of materials penetrated. In order to properly design a
pile and to assure that the pile does not suffer from over-stress during driving, it ntuEt be reoognized that the most severe treatment or load applied to a pile may take plaoe during the driving opera
tion.
At the present timo there are numerous pile formulas whioh are used with presumed faotor of
safety. It is not unknown that piles have been driven and presumed oapable of oarrying loads with
suoh a faotor of safety, while at the same time the product of the bearing oapaoity as so assumed and
the assumed faotor of safety would result in aotual driving resistanoe considerably in excess of the
ultimate strength of the pile being driven. Suoh an assumption must oertainly be contrary to the faots
and must disprove the correctness of the formula used*
Several well-lniown authorities, suoh as Dr. Terzaghi, E« P. Goodrich, and J. Stuart Crandall,
have vrritten exoellent papers on this subject, and appear to be in general agreement as to a general
type of formula. I do not believe as yet that the subjeot of the strain of the pile while being dri
ven has been given adequate consideration.
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DISCUSSION
Kjetil Haugeto, Designing Engineer, M. W, Kellogg Co., New York City

During my experienoe I have designed a number of piling foundations looated in regions where
earthquakes ooour— in California, Japan and Manchuria.
Due to laok of oonfidenoe in the general praotioe in design of these foundations, I have treated
them with a certain oaution. Wien an earthquake ooours the oscillating motion of the subsoil may
reduoe the friotion, especially at the upper portion of the piles, as shown in Fig. 1.
In the design I have therefore preferably used mat foundation that would partly bear on soil,
and rigid struts between the different pile groups. Some of these foundations have been in use for
oix years, and have resisted severe earthquakes without any unfavorable reports.
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Due to the increasing heights of buildings and heavier
equipment in the industry this may be an important matter
for safety. It would be interesting if some of the en
gineers present from the earthquake regions would give their
opinion on how friotion is affeoted by earthquakes*
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DISCUSSION (By Letter)
SOME REFERENCES TO PILE DRIVING AND THE SUPPORTING POVVKR OF PILES IN BRITISH TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
Robert F. Leggett, Canadian Sheet Piling Co., Ltd., Montreal, Canada
Discussion at the Conferenoe sessions, and informal conversations during the week of the meeting,
indioated that British teohnical papers dealing with pile driving and the supporting power of piles
were not well known. Ag the Prooeedings already include some short bibliographies, it is thought that
a list of the most important of these publications may be of interest and of use. The fo l l o T / i n g
titles and notes are therefore submitted:
1. "A formula and diagram for ascertaining the resisting power of piles”} by A. C. Hurtzig;
T.L.E.S. Vol* 7, page 111, 1886.
2. "A new method for determining the supporting power of piles"; by Franz Kreuter; P. Inst. C.E,
Vol. 12U, page 373, 1895.
3* "Pile driving and the supporting power of piles"; by Henry Adams; T. Cono* In6 t. Vol. 3, 1916*
(The above mentioned papers are concerned largely with the evolution of formulas).
I(.* "The impact of imperfectly elastic bodies and the effect of the Hammer Blow in Pile Driving";
by A. Hiley; T. Soo. Engs. 1923*
5. "A rational pile driving formula"; by A. Hiley; Engineering, issue of 29th. May, 1925*
6 . "Pile Driving Calculations with Notes on Driving Forces and Ground Resistance"; by A. Hiley;
Struot. Eng. Vol. 9, July and August, 193°.
(The above mentioned three papers all deal with the "Hiley" formula, mentioned so often at the Con
ference).
7* "Pile Formulas"; by J* H* Nioholson; S.E.P* Inst* C*E, No.. 62, 1928.
(A comparison of the Wellington, Dutch and Sanders formulas, based on test results, given in useful
table.)
8 . "The Design of Piles"; by G.B.R. Pimm; S.E.P. Inst* C.E. No. 73, 1929*
9. "Pile driving and the Supporting Capacity of Piles": by R. Bennett} S.E.P. Inst. C.E* No* 111,
1931.
(Evolution of another formula)
10. "The Consolidation of Piles"; by A. C. Vivian; C. Eng., page 2 3 , November issue, 1931*
(An experimental study of the "setting up" of piles during driving, after they have been left untouohed
for short intervals of time)
11. "Piles and Pile Driving"; a Book of 2 1I4.pages, by A. C. Dean, published by Crosby, Lockwood &
Son Ltd., London, 1935*
(Generally desoriptive, with a good ohapter on "The Theoretioal Carrying Capacity of Piles in whioh
1+5 different pile formulas are disous3 ed and analysed.)
12* "The Resistance of Piles to Penetration"; a Book of 13 8 pages by R* V. Allin, published by
E. and F* N* Spon Ltd*, London, 1935*
(Essentially a book of tables based on the use of the Hiley formula giving the Resistanoe to Penetra
tion of pileB which, as the author points out, is not the same thing as the Supporting Value whioh can
be used in design.)
13* "The Aotual Bearing Value of Piles") C. Eng. page 210, July issue, 1935*
(A most valuable note, giving i+B references to teohnioal publications whioh inolude actual test pile
data, the main essentials of whioh are presented in a comprehensive table.)
l)|. "Pile Driving Formulae as Applied to the Reinforced Concrete Pile"; by R. V. Allin; Cone, and
Const. Eng., page 357* issue of July, 1935*
15.
"The Behaviour of Reinforoed Concrete Piles during Driving"; by W. H. Granville, P. Grime, and
W. W. Davies; J. Inst. C. E. Vol. 1, page 150, December, 1935*

(A technical paper, presented to the Institution of Civil Engineers, and disoussod, describing re
searches carried out at the Building Research Station, Watford, of the British Government, in colla
boration with the Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors, in order to devise methods of finding
what a pile will stand when being driven without being damaged* Desoribes the development and use of
a piezo-eleotrio strain reoorder, using out quartz oryst&ls*)
16. Note and Praotioal Suggestions on Pile Driving; J. Inst. C. E. Vol. 1, page 5 8 7 , April, 1936.
(A progress report on the newly reconstituted joint Sub Committee of the Institution of Civil En
gineers on Pile Driving, indicating present problems and directions for future research work.)
The above list is not exhaustive, but it does indicate most of the important British publications
on this subject. The references include papers of varying value, some being inoluded mainly to indi
cate regular periodicals which may be of general interest, abbreviations being used to denote these
as follows:
P. Inst. C.E. 3 Minutes of the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, covering about
one hundred years of British engineering and terminating with Volume 2^0.
S.E.P.Inst. C.E.i Selected Engineering Paper of the Institution of Civil Engineers, published as
separate pamphlets.
J. Inst. C.E.t Journal of the Institution of Civil Engineers, the new form which all the In
stitutions publications now take, started in 1935# following on from Volume 2Lfi of the Proceedings to
be issued eight times a year, and generally available through teohnical booksellers.
T.L.E.S.i Transactions of the Liverpool Engineering Sooiety (one of the several provinoi&l so
cieties in Great Britain) issued annually.
T. Cono. Inst.t Transactions of the Conorete Institute (London) the preoursor ofi
Struct. Eng. 1 "The Structural Engineer1*, a monthly journal, and offioial organ of the Institu
tion of Structural Engineers (London).
T. Soc. Engs.: Transactions of the Sooiety of Engineers (London).
Engineering! "Engineering" a weekly teohnioal journal (London). "The Engineer" (London) a
similar publication often presenting relevant information.
Civ. Eng.i "Civil Engineering" (London) a monthly journal to be distinguished from the journal
of the Amerioan Society of Civil Engineers.
Cono. 4 Const* Eng*« "Conorete and Constructional Engineering" (London) a monthly journal de
scribed by it6 name*
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DISCUSSION CF PAPER H-5 (By Letter)
Dimitri P* Krynine, Researoh Associate in Soil Meohanios, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
The objeot of this disoussion is to complement the information furnished by Mr. Lozovsky so far
as "pile driving" or "ramming" curves are conoerned. The term used by the writer is "energy penetration ourves" sinoe he constructs them by plotting the accumulated meohanioal energy, E, spent
in pile driving, against the total penetration, L, of the pile at a given time.
During the construction of a bridge in Stratford, Conn., in 1933 piles were driven at the bottom
of an exoavation (elevation of the bottom + 62, see Fig. l); the water table was at +■ 6l; and the
material oonsisted of fine saturated sand, fairly homogeneous. The piles were of creosoted yellow
pine, and their average diameter was 10". An experimental pile (Exp. P. in Fig. l) driven before the
oonstruotion with a rather light MoKiernan Terry double aoting hammer 9-B-2 did not reveal a regular
"energy-penetration" ourve; while in the case of other piles observed during the oonstruotion (hammer
10-3-2 made by the some firm) it was found that "energy-penetration" ourves were of parabolic shape.
Foot-pounds of energy per blow are 8,200 for the former and 15,000 for the latter type of hammer.
Energy of fall alone would be 2,000 lb-ft and i*,l6 7 lb-ft, respectively.
The equation of a parabolio "energy-penetration" ourve isi
E = -|A.L2
whoro A is a oonstant. After differentiation, equation (l) furnishes>

(1)

dE =• A.L.dL
(2)
This means that the amount of energy whioh is spent to drive the pile for a distanoe, dL, is propor
tional to the produot A.L, or to the driven length of the pile, L, since A is a oonstant. In other
words, if the"energy-penetration" curve is parabolio, the pile resistance is proportional to the
driven length, Lf and may represent either skin resistance or deformations of the pile proportional
to its length or both. The point resistance in such a case is very small, if at all. Equation (2)
may be rewritten under the form (3 )*
dL
1
/,->
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l-jifi'sy-lViK-lraliiin Curves showed Parabolic Shape in the Case of Stratford Bridge.
of a straight line would have for equation:

If the amount of energy
spent per blow is oon
stant, as is the case of
steam hammers, equation
(3 ) would mean that,
under the given assump
tion, the penetration
per blow is inversely
proportional to the
length of the driven por
tion of the pile, L. If
the pile is being driven
into a homogeneous de
posit, and after a oer
tain number of blows the
parabolio character of
the "energy-penetration"
curve has been revealed,
it may be predioted, ob
viously within oertain
reasonable limits, after
how many more blows the
penetration per blow
would reaoh a given value
(for inst., one-tenth of
411 l*10h per blow).
An energy-penatration" curve in the form

E =

(I4.)

or, after differentiation:
dE = A1.dL

(5 )

Equation (5) would mean that the dynamical resistance in suoh a case is chiefly due to the presence of
a more or less constant point resistanoe, the skin friotion being relatively negligible.
The observations by the writer referred to, were published in the Annual Report of the Conneotiout
Society of Civil Engineers for I9 3 I4.. (pages 70— 31). Aooording to a quotation by M. Singer ("Der
Baugrund", 1932, page 159) parabolic "enargy-penetration" curves were obtained in an observation made
in Germany about 1928. The curves flattened sensibly at a depth corresponding to a change of geologi
cal conditions: a flatter parabola corresponds to a harder layer. Another example of suoh parabolio
curves is given by H. Press ("Der Bauingenieur," vol. ll*, September 15, 1933). E« Burkhardt in
Germany ("Die Bauteohnik", vol. 9 , April 17, 1931) drove an experimental pile to a depth of about 20
feet and rocorded the accumulated number of blows. When the pile passed through the upper loamy
gravelly layers, the ourve in question was rather parabolicj but it beoame praotioally straight in the
lower layers of coarse gravel and soft sandstone. This may mean that in similar soils the point re
sistance prevails.
To summarize these considerations, it seems possible to judge from the shape of an "energypenetration" curve, whether the skin friotion or the point resistance prevails in the given case of
pile driving#
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DISCUSSION OF PAPER NO. H-2 (By Letter)
CALCULATION OF PILES ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF THE LONGITUDINAL BLOW
B. B. Kreteohmer, U.S.S.R.

1. The references to the preoeding investigations are absent.
2# The reference on the olassioal theory of the oaloulation of the piles is not olear. It appears
that the discourse is about the new theory of Professor Doctor N# Geroervanov, beoause the preoeding
investigators have not considered the circulation of waves in the oaloulation of piles#
3# Dr# Geroevanov, for the oase with the lower end hardly strengthened, has applied the SaintVenant'B resolution, and made a discreet transition to the oonditions of the driving down of piles#
As Saint-Venant, No Geroevanov has thought, that the shook load is hard, beoause it was neoessary to
study the special conditions of the oontact and the part of the energy which is usual for the elastio
oscillations.
I*. A. A. Kanshin and A. S. Ploutalow have performed for the shook of free rods the modelling on
the partioular oase the St# Venant’s resolution, with the same methods, that were in Annalen der
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Physik, 19 0 9 * by Ramsauer published, but they have not made the referenoe to him.
5.
The application of the Ramsauer'8 models in the driving down of piles is technically un
suitable by reason of the high overstrains in the head of the pile and of the large speed of waves.
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1. Stenographic record was made of the discussions at the Committee meeting. No votes were taken.
The following report, based on the stenographic notes is believed to represent the consensus of opinion
of those present at the meeting except where differences of opinion are brought out. In a general way
the discussion was based on subjects into which the Committee work was tentatively divided.
2. Glossary of Terms. Nomenclatures and Definitions is a subject mentioned in the opening address to
the International Conference on Soil Meohanios and Foundation Engineering by its President, Dr.
Terzaghi, as being important. All at the Committee meeting seemed to agree to this. It was pointed
out that the same words have different meanings in different parts of the United States. Such lists of
terms and definitions should be sent in at an early date and be submitted to Committee membership for
ooiniient. (Refer to definitions adopted at Shanghai and in Gfiteborg, Sweden.).
3.
It was suggested that in some cases illustrations or diagrams would be desirable in making up
definitions, as is done in some of the larger dictionaries.
1].. Safe Bearing Values is a term difficult to define in mathematical values. It depends on the use.
In one case the owner had machinery and did not want more than one-hundreth of an inch settlement.
Cases of greater settlement were mentioned.
5. Jurisdiction of the Committee on Bearing Value of Pile Foundations is derived from its appointment
by the Chairman of the Waterways Division, American Sooiety of Civil Engineers, at the request of the
Sooiety oentral administration. Overlapping with the work of the Sooiety Comnittee on Earth
Foun
dations was mentioned. The special purpose of the Committee on Bearing Value is to prepare a Sooiety
Manual or Code while the Earth and Foundations Committee is a continuing Committee. It was the con
sensus of opinion that the Committee on Bearing Value should oontinue inoluding horizontal or inolined
loads on piles as well as vertical and that the two committees should oo-operate and exohange infor
mation, eaoh in oarrying out the purpose for whioh appointed.
6. Determination of Settlement. The importance of reliable bench marks was brought out. In the oaBe
of the Albany Telephone Building the records stopped after about one year as the benoh marks disap
peared. Other oases have been mentioned. Cases of general settlement of large areas as at New Orleans
and Boston and other cities were mentioned, where in one oase records of settlement were difficult if
not impossible to get. Reliable bench marks that do not themselves ohange elevation are evidently
neoessary, and evidently more than one should be used. A type of benoh mark devised by Dr. Terzaghi
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■was mentioned by him. Settlement may be evidenced by oracks in buildings, change in slope of floors
or other horizontal lines, or vertical lines, which may or may not be due to settlement, equal or un
equal, of foundations.
7« File driving records. The following were mentioned as importantt soil profile to sufficiont depth
below pile point, material length and cross-section of the pile, depth to which driven, elevation of
point and of cut-off or top, penetration under blows of hammer, aotual loading test, location plan and
identifying numbers, elastic behavior of pile under hammer blows, use of pile oap oushion or follower,
•weight and type of harrier, weight of the pile. Note time of driving and test blows and whether an
interval of time has elapsed. Mr. Legget, guest, mentioned a form of pile driving record devised by
the Institution of Struotural Engineers of Great Britain.
8.
The desirability was mentioned of some simple recording instrument that would make a timepenetration record of the action of the pile under the hammer blow and would show by curve the pene
tration and rebound curves. Methods used by Captain McKay and Conjnander Angas at San Diego n-nri by a
Vienna firm of contractors were mentioned.
9* Mr. Legget, gue6t from Canada, mentioned a suooessful series of tests of behavior of piles
while driving, made by builders of the substation of the British Government at Garston, England, using
a crystal in connection with an electric current. See discussion in the ourrent volume of the Journal
of the Institution of Civil Engineers containing also a collection of pile driving data.
9. Water Jet in Pile Driving. Used considerably in sandy soils. Valuable in getting a pile down to
predetermined depth without injury to the pile from excessive driving. Driving of sheet piles on the
sea coast was mentioned. On the Canadian Rivers piles are jetted in quick-sand bottoms and could not
be got down any other way. The piles went down straight with one jet pipe outside the pile. The or
dinary practice in this oountry and in Europe is to drive piles to a satisfactory penetration after
they have been jetted. The effect of jetting further piles in the vicinity of those already tested
must be noted, particularly if the later piles are jetted deeper. It was also brought out that a
pile jetted to say I4.O feet and driven to L}2 feet would carry more than a pile jetted to 20 feet and
driven to 21 or 22 feet. In using a water jet to 8ink a pile, judgment must be used because the pile
will go down as long as the sand is in the state of a liquid mass and may go down further than neces
sary to develop the desired load. It may be tested after the sand has settled in place and then if
neoessary, driven and tested again. Good judgment must be used. A case was mentioned on the Platte
River where piles could not be driven to the pre-detennined depth as it could not penetrate a oertain
hard clay stratum. Then with a jet a hole was punched through the olay stratum permitting fine sand
from below to escape into the river. Subsequently, the piles by use of the jet were oarried dorm as
there was an escape for the confined sand which made the jet effective when it had not been before.
Another oase brought up piles in a highway to Coney Island. They had been jetted, driven and tested
satisfactorily. Some one later doubted their stability and under a second driving they went a foot to
three feet further under the same resistance. It was always thought the jetting of adjacent piles
had injured the piles driven earlier.
10. Pile Driving Hamuers. Energy going into the pile determined from the number of blows per minute.
Firms making hammers have empirical formulae for energy per blow. In case of a double acting steam
harmer an indicator diagram on the steam cylinder for the downward blow would be neoessary.
11. It was mentioned that the drop haroner oould be used to gain information as to the elastic be
havior of the pile by striking blows of increasing height until the fall is determined where the re
bound becomes less than the total penetration, that is, the point where a permanent penetration first
begins.
12. Friction loss in the leads of the drop hammer and in the drum overhaul and all losses in fric
tion between the falling hammer and the motor must be taken account of in determining energy of the
hammer blow, particularly in using a formula to determine safe load.
13. There is not much loss in the single aoting steam hammer such as the Vulcan. There is fric
tion of steel against steel or ca6t iron, well lubricated. The losses in a double acting steam hammer
are more difficult to determine, in part due to differences in steam pressure at the hammer and at the
boiler.
\<l
lU. One member remarked that the drop hammer was almost obsolete, with less than five per oent of
all piles driven that way, and tliat either the single acting or double acting steam hammer was almost
universally used. Another member brought out that there is a large volume of bridge work done in the
rural districts and that the drop hammer due to its portability and simplicity, will oontinue in use
for many years. The opinion was expressed that the total value of the small bridges built i6 more
than that of the million dollar bridges.
15. The actual energy of the blow of the hammer as delivered to the pile in making tests is a
vital matter when determining pile values by formula. The weight and fall of the hammer are easily
determined, but the friction losses are more difficult.
16. The Vibropile used in Europe to some extent was discussed, but it was brought out that its use in
the United States where it was introduced some years ago was negligible.
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17* Pile Foundations. The material below the pile points is of decisive influonoe on the whole thing.
Thero are lots of things that must be considered in determining how much load to put on the foundation
other than the descriptive nature of the soil and mere weight. The foundation has to be designed and
determined by what is below, how far the soft strata extend and the neighboring conditions. The mere
presenoe of a building alongside may alter the bearing power of your own foundation. The case is not
a simple one of assigning a load value whether by a loading test or by description of material* There
i6 the factor of the permissible amount of settlement, whether it is 1/8 of an inoli or 1 \/h inches,
all of which enter into the question of how much one pile will carry or how much the entire group of
120 piles will carry.
18. In other words, it is obvious on the face of it that to seek a formula or to hope to find a
formula i6 a mistaken effort*
19* The Engineering News Formula. Sometime in the eighties Arthur M. Wellington, when he found that
a great many engineers were asking, "Well, how much will a pile oarry?" reached baok to energy formula
methods, which were not at all new, and devised and wrote out a simple practical formula vrith a large
safety faotor designed purely for energy conditions. In the years which followed I have seen many
engineers inquiring, "VJhy don’t these formulae work in my case?" Usually it was this so-called En
gineering News Formula or the Wellington Formula. "It shows twenty-eight tone and I only got four
teen", or something of that sort.
20. It turned out that these people were driving in olay or river mud, or something of that sort.
Now, the mere idea that an engineer oan take an energy formula and apply it to the mud in the river
bottom is rather absurd. But it is largely, I think, because of that sort of thing, the abuse of an
energy formula, that this condition came about which Hr. White and Dr. Terzaghi havo characterized by
saying that this formula has lost currency. I hope that all formulae for piles will have lost currency soon, and that pile designs and pile calculations will be put on some other basis. But to over
look the fact that in such circumstances as a fairly oompact and fairly uniformly dense granular stra
tum with no softer layers or strata lying below you oan get dependable results with an energy formula,
as in Mr. Mason's case, would be equally wrong*
21* That is a limited number of oases, and I suppose that the total number of oases in which piles
are driven in sand is not a very large fraction of the total. Another member estimated ^>0% of the
total is in sand.
22* I am thinking of the large amount of work done in material that is called river mud. Let us
look aside from olay. Let us waive the question of whether anybody ever ought to drive piles in clay.
Take the oase of alluvial ground where a great many piles are driven. It seems so obvious that none
of the normal methods of oalculation, certainly nothing like an energy formula, should be applied there,
that I am wondering why there has been so much discussion about it. One gentleman saidi "I hope we
oan devise a formula that will give us the bearing value of a single pile. It looks to me as if that
is, on the very face of it, impossible.
23. Mr. Crandall made a statement this morning on piles, which seemed to mo to oover in brief form
just about all that needs to be said on the subject in the way of limiting the proper scope of any
thing tangible in the way of a formula such as an energy formula. A formula, of course, that is based
on driving must be an energy formula. It oannot be anything else. If we are looking for a pile dri-ving formula, ^ne that is based on what happens during driving, it can hardly be anything else than an
energy formula* Then you have merely to pick out of the vast amount of literature on energy formulae
on pile bearing value what you choose to be the safest and at the same time the most economical,
2i+. The so-called Engineering News Formula in my recollection has never been indicted on the score
of being wasteful. Nobody has ever kicked about it giving too much safety. If there has been any
kick it has been because, as in Mr. Mason's case, the safety limit beyond the design loading was not
ample.
25* A member stated he was of the contrary opinion. Criticism has been the other way. I do not
want our guests to go away with the idea that the Engineering News Formula has completely lost oaste
in the United States, beoause as far as building foundations are concerned I should say that at least
ninety per oent of the specifications that are issued by all authorities in the United States refer to
the Engineering News Formula today.
26. Another member did not agree to this.
2 7 * A member continued and stated that in connection with the work that we have been doing— these
are friction piles, not piles to rook— at least ninety per cent of the specifications apply to that,
beoause I do not know of any other formula or any other method as to pile driving that is used*
28* It was brought out that New York City has an arbitrary measure right nor/ that wood piles are
to carry so much load and the friction piles so much load, and it is not based on the Engineering News
Formula at all* It wa6 further stated, however, that the Engineering News Formula is involved and
that the Code gives a oertain maximum limit and that the depth to which you must drive to obtain that
limit is a function of the Engineering News Formula*
29.
Two absolutely true things are brought out— that in pile foundations any formulae oannot take
into consideration soft materials below the point of the piles; also the question of large groupc of
piles as against individual piles. But from our experience of thirty years approximately with the
Engineering News Formula we know that thero is euffioient safety factor in that formula so tliat re
asonably sized groups are satisfactory with the loads that we use*
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30. A member stated in effeot that as long as you get into it you have to use it. They have in
sisted on using it and your building oodes in the United States apply equally to sand and to olays.
In Now York City they apply the Engineering News Formula in their building inspection to olays, to
river muds, to silts, to what not. There is no distinction, so far as I know, in any oode in North
America.
31. To this a reply was madei That indicts the engineer rather than the formula. Isn't the thing
that we need here a oertain amount of engineering sense— basioally, I mean. There are places where
pile6 should not be used and they have been used in suoh plaoes in the past. No formula, no oodifioation of values, and no settlement measures are going to help you over that. That is just poor engineer
ing. It seems to me that first of all you have to consider the field and the service of piles, and
the great many different conditions under whioh they serve, and fit the considerations to that.
32. A member stated1 I was going to say that I have made a few tests— about forty. From those
tests and from the driving records that I have I want to bring out the faot that, in general, the
Engineering News Formula wa6 too conservative. We were using too many piles for the loads we had to
carry. That was the oonolusion I oame to. As far as Engineering News Formula is oonoerned there are
just a lot of oases where I got a load of ten times as muoh as the formula showed and in some cases I
oouldn’t move a pile. In a good many instanoes I put as high as one hundred and seventy tons on an
eight inch pile and brought it up to its elastic level* That was in gravel. In a similar condition
I couldn't move the pile. I pulled up one of the anchor piles and it took seventy-five tons to pull
it up. I have had a lot of tests similar to that. At one time I petitioned the Distriot Engineer of
the U.S.B.P.6., under whom we function and whose money we spend, to modify that Engineering News For
mula in some way, especially in places where we had gravel and I knew that we could not move them. I
suggested that we use a factor of three.
33* Another member stated: Our standard practice is to drive to one loading capaoity, that is,
thirty tons. Also our practioe is to drive to fifty per cent over that, as determined by the Engineer
ing News Formula* Thirty tons with the No* 1 Vulcan hammer, whioh is the universal tool today, is
two and a half blows to the last inch. We drive to four blows whioh is about forty-throe tons, and we
have found that that is safe, irrespective of tho grouping of the piles, except due to underlying
stratum or peouliar conditions suoh as Dr. Terzaghi has mentioned. We don't often test over four piles
in a group, beoause two hundred and forty tons or sixty tons to the pile is quite a load test*
34. In an effort to summarize the situation as to the formula it was stated: I would like to say
one thing on the Engineering News Formula, looking at it from a slightly different light. We are look
ing at it tonight from the standpoint of all this very considerable knowledge that has been gathered
in the last few years in regard to foundations. But there are a great many engineers still practioing
in this country who have not had the benefit of that knowledge. I suppose the vast majority of them
have not. The Engineering News Formula has been a device that an engineer could use in his specifica
tions in order to make definite some means of determining what he called the bearing value of the pile.
He was wrong in a great many cases. He was right in some oases as to arriving at a safe struoture.
But it was, and still is a convenient means for an engineer to put something definite into a specifica
tion.
35. Now hew many times have buildings failed wliere the Engineering News Formula was used. With the
vast foundations and the very tioklish foundation work that is done today, of course the Engineering
News Formula would not be justified, but I believe that a great many engineers, in the present state
of knowledge of the engineering profession at large, are still forced to use the Engineering News
Formula.
3 6 . I am merely trying to state a faot, a condition, and not a justification at all. If you take
engineers in some remote oities, or even in large cities, who are grinding out work, a great many of
them don't have time to study, or possibly the ability or the inclination to study these modern de
velopments. He is foroed to do something and he falls baok on that*
3 7 . It was then stated by a member that you make foundations sometimes where you don't need an
engineer* They oan be done by rule of thumb.
38. The summary continued: I don't think that should be done. I merely am trying to bring out
that the average practioing engineer of this oountry was praotioally forced to use that formula. He
didn't know any better, dependent on the state of his knowledge. It was a convenient device to put
into a specification.
39. It is the duty of the Committee to broadcast the more recent knowledge in regard to soil me
chanics and bearing value of pile foundations with everything that has been brought out tonight with
regard to the importance of the strata below, in regard to the group value not being merely the produot of the number of piles and the individual pile value.
1+0. When you burn down the house of the Engineering News Formula you must have another house for
the patient to live in, beoause you face a praotical situation. We have to give him something better.
111. The Hiley formula for determining the bearing value of a pile: This formula was mentioned but not
discussed as to its derivation. While the Engineering News formula has suoh a wide margin for safety
that it works, it is probably too conservative for results. One member suggested that a great number
of pile records where the piles were loaded to failure— that is, the essential condition— should be
taken and then the bearing value by the Engineering Nows Formula and by the Hiley Formula should be
oomputed. However, in this connection no confidence was expressed in formulae as a safe means of
universal determination of the safe load for piles.
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1+2. Elastio Behavior of Pile. The elastic behavior of the pile is reoognized in Shanghai and in
Goteborg, Sweden. The pile sinks under the effeot of the hammer blow but it rebounds and remains sta
tionery at some depth below the starting point. There is thus the total penetration, the rebound and
the permanent penetration— the rebound plus permanent penetration equal the total penetration. The
rebound is due to the elastio reaction of the pile (or of the soil or both).
Ii5. Elastio Behavior of Pilfl (?.). Observation at Rotterdam showed that a pile penetrated quite easily
and a neighboring pile penetrated heavily. Loading tests showed both piles had precisely the same
penetration curve at loading and the same ourve for pulling.
1+2+. Also in the Conference Proceedings are recorded experiences by the Dutch in driving a oouple
of comparative pile tests. One pile needed about 30 blows per deoimeter and the other needed eight.
Both piles were loaded and gave precisely the same loading and pulling curves. This duplicated the
above experience.
1+5* The first oase was in about 16 meters of mud, silt, and peat, with a skin friotion of about
1 1/2 T. per square meter and then into sand. In the seoond oase they drove through clay with a skin
friction of four tons per square meter and then also into sand. The same type of soil in both oases.
1+6. Elastio Behavior (3 ). Observations with a steam hammer at Dutoh test3 showed that permanent pene
tration was about half the total.
4 7 . A member stated that with a steam hammer at 6 0 blows to the minute there is a slight rebound.
2+8. Dr. Tersaghi remarkedi "It is very different for different soils".
14.
9 * A oase was mentioned in which the rebound was equal to the total penetration (permanent pene
tration zero). In that oase the hammer did not apply enough force to overcome the elastio limit.
5 0 . It was suggested that by use of a drop hammer h0, the value of the elastio property may be de
termined by finding the drop which just fails to produce a permanent penetration-providing the line
whioh gives the relation between the penetration and the fall of the hammer is straight.
51* Elastio Behavior (It). Piles, for instance in Holland where the points are In the sand, you oan go
on loading and loading and you get deeper and deeper penetration but anything well defined is never
reaohed. There is no elastio limit to it~no definite yield point. In that case one oannot possibly
do anything else except specify an arbitrary limit, for instanoe one or two inches and define it by
that. This would be an arbitrary standard and has absolutely nothing to do with safe bearing value.
52. A member stated that would be a high limit in the City of Mexico. If it settled a foot that
would be a vory good foundation. Another member stated that in Mexioo City single piles behave just
as decently as they do in other countries. The trouble starts when they appear in families.
53« Formulae and Pile Driving Tests and Loading Tests. Formulae attempt to give the value of a pile.
Innumerable tests in underpinning show a value of a pile of from 5 to 1+0 tons in sand if the penetra
tion is controlled.
5b• In Denmark reoords taken in the evening will show one result, and if you take the same reoords
the next morning just after starting the driving you will perhaps get only one-tenth what you had the
previous day.
55* This is a safe indication that the pile driving formulae is absolutely useless if you get an
appreciable difference between intermissions.
5 6 . In Denmark when it is clay bottom we practioally always have muoh less penetration after wait
ing some hours. In one oase a heavy concrete pile was driven 2 5 meters. The formula gave 2+0 tons
capacity by test blows in the afternoon. Twenty-four hours later the hammer test and formula showed
1+00 tons oapaoity. The loading test gave twenty-seven tons.
57* A member stated that if you have a good foreman and a blook of wood you oan get any value you
want.
58. The pile driving formula at best takes oare of only one faotor and that is an attempt to de
termine the bearing value of a single pile. We still have the influence of the underlying soils of
softer consistencies below the point of the pile, and the effeot of groups of piles.
59* In Vienna piles are driven into a stratum of sand and gravel fairly well compacted and going
down to rook. Reoords of loading tests on many individual piles in the entire foundation show that
the ratio between the settlement of the individual pile and that of the entire pile group ranges be
tween five times, which is the more favorable oase, to twenty or thirty times the subsidence of the
individual pile. The pile loads as a rule are 20 to 25 tons per pile for conioal piles. The indivi
dual pile shows a settlement of a fraotion of a millimeter and the entire foundation between one centi
meter and two oentimeters.
6 0 . The engineer is Interested in the fundamental thing, which is not what the individual pile
will do but what the whole foundation will do. That makes it immediately a general problem of soil
mechanics, where you have to consider everything.
6 1. The Vienna experience indioates that with known bearing value of individual piles as deter
mined by loading tests the entire foundation for the average building settles a given amount. This
ratio between individual load tests and building settlement has been found to be fairly oonstant. It
would appear that empirioal rules for each oity or for eaoh set of uniform oonditions may be estab
lished for use in building pile foundations. This pile driving and foundation matter may result in
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empirioal practices in different communities where the soils have characteristics that vary between
definite and rather close limits*
62. The opinion was expressed that it has largely gone that way and also that there is a tremen
dous number of piles wasted by putting them too dose together, where a smaller number would do even
better work.
6 3 . Standard praotioe of one of the companies is to drive to 30 tons loading oapaoity or $0% over
that by the Engineering News Formula. Thirty tone with the No. 1 Vuloan hammer is 2 l/2 blows to the
last inch. They use 2+ blows or 1+3 tons to the pile. It is stated that this has been found safe ir
respective of the grouping of the piles except due to underlying strata or peouliar conditions. As
many as I4.piles to a group are tosted with a two hundred and forty ton load. Settlement is in the
neighborhood of 1/I4.inch.
6I
4..
The criterion for the validity of any formula regardless of how aoourate or scientific it may
be, is that the dynamio pile driving resistance is identioal with the statio resistance. In some
oases they are identioal— such as in permeable material consisting of sand, gravel, fills without any
oohesion. Then the Engineering News Formula has suoh a wide margin of safety that it works, but it is
probably too conservative for results. The Hiley Formula is better.
6 5 . Statio formulae are absolutely worthless as every statio formula, without exception, assumes
that the friction along the oircumferenoe.of the pile increases with the depth. Now all piling reoords
whioh have come to my attention including 6 mall scale tests show that in cohesionless sand if that
sand is dense you don’t get the pile in at all without jetting and if the sand is loose the skin fric
tion is independent of the depth.
6 6 . There is still a hope that a praotioable workable formula may be devised but it will only ap
ply to the single pile and oan take no account of underlying strata overloaded by the grouping of
piles as a whole.
6 7.

Shape of Pile Foundation. On the Paoific Coast a factory with a length of about 1000 feet was
built on a pile foundation with piles 6 0 to 80 feet long with extremely conservative loading between
10 and 15 tons per pile. Care was exercised and all structures in the vioinity were first investigated.
Near by a railroad bridge had been built 1+0 years before on piers with piles 5^ feet long. It had not
settled appreciably. The bridge piers were narrow compared with the depths of the piles, and therefore
the load of the bridge was spread over a wide area. One hundred feet below was a layer of olay. The
narrow bridge piers exerted practically no pressure thereon^ The factory covoring a large area gave
almost full load of 2 tons per square foot on the olay. The faotory settlements were more than a foot
and a few inches, extremely detrimental to the machinery.
68.

Foundation in loose sand about 50 feet thick above an inclined rock bottom was to be built on con
crete piles but the ground water oontained 1+0 milligrams CO2 per liter of water, dangerous to the pile.
The sand was transformed from the loose to the dense state by using an ingenious method for driving
masses of sand, gravel and trass in the form of piles into the mass# The sand was oompacted and the
surfaoe actually settled one foot. The foundations could then be built direct on the sand*
69.

Proposed Manual for Pile Driving. The opinion was that the time had not yet come for preparation
of a Manual. Sufficient information is not yet on hand.
70. The Manual will not be a set of rules for designing a pile foundation, but it will state oertain principles, oall attention to various possibilities and eliminate the dangerous feeling of cer
tainty. It will be for the use only of engineers of sound good judgment, good basic training and ex
perience. It is not intended to be of the specification type. It will rather state principles and
cardinal control items. It should contain a glossary and definition of terms*
71* Future progress must oonsist in the further collection of data, particularly of failures of
pile foundations, definitions and of the material assigned to individual members.
72. It is hoped before the Annual Meeting to outline certain principles so far as we have gone.
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR INVESTIGATION AND COMMITTEE STUDY FOR ITEMS 10, 12 and 13
') Item 10— Long time factors in bearing values of the piles.
A. Altered conditions
1. Change in ground water level
2. Change in lateral stability due to adjoining excavations above the supporting media*
3* Loss of pile support due to adjoining pile support within or below the supporting media*
!+• Change in lateral stability due to placing of adjacent fills or surcharges.
5* Overloading of piles through friction induced by adjacent fills or surcharges.
B. Consolidations
1* Of the supporting media
2. Of materials below supporting media
3 . Resulting from adjacent fills or surcharges
[f.. Influence of remoulding on consolidation of soils above the pile points
C* Corrosion
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Item

12 — Preliminary investigation for design of the pile foundations.
A. Geologioal
1* Available borings reoords
2* Geological history
3. Ground water surveys
Borings
(a) Dry sample borings including undisturbed samples
(b) Wash borings
(0 ) Probings
B. Test Piles
1* Driving tests
2* Loading tests
3* Driving records in locality through similar materials
C. Existing Structures
1. Reoords of driving and loading and of pile settlements and foundations of struotures
in same looality through similar materials.
2. Looal practices
3 . Records of structures founded on similar soils but in other looalities.

Item 13— Elements in the design of a Pile Foundation.
A, Manner in which the pile will derive its support.
1* Through friotion
2. Through point bearing
3 . A combination of friotion and point bearing
B, lateral stability derived from surrounding media.
1. To prevent buckling action
v.
2. In supporting lateral foroes
C, Strength of piles as structural elements*
1* Strength as a column for support of vertical loads
2. Strength as a beam for support of lateral loads
3* Strength of pile against dynamio resistance in driving
Ij.. Influenoe of out-of-plumbness for bent on the strength of the pile and tolerances per
mitted by the design.
D, Durability of the Piles
1, As influenced by ground water
2* As influenoed by soil acids or alkalis
3* As influenoed by eleotrolysisj either electrolytic or self-induoed.
E* Loads
1 * Dead
2 * Live
3* Wind
I4.. lateral foroes
'
F. Limitations imposed by supported struoture
1* Total settlement as influenoed by oonneoting elements (sewers, water lines, etc.)
2. Differential settlements as limited by strength and flexibility of the struoture.
Above submitted 2I4 June, 1936, by Mr. Carlton S. Prootor, Member of Committee*
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COMMENTS ON VARIOUS PAPERS
(Editorial notes abstracted from oral and written communications.)

Paper 1-5» In a oormmi cation the fact was pointed out that in the computation of the
such olosely spaced piles one must not assume the total surfaoe area of the piles, but
oircumferential area of the entire body along which failure would actually take place.
desoribed in this paper the friotion value will be inoreased from 1* 6 3 to 2.2 tons per

skin friction of
of the smallest
For the oase
sq m*

